ReWa Grease Interceptor Detail

QUESTIONS? CALL: Kim McDonald – ReWa / 864-419-7251 or Keith Moore – ReWa / 864-419-7051

- 24-inch opening to accommodate a 24-inch secured manhole ring and cover
- 6-8 inch secured openings to access baffle tee
- 6x6x6 inch baffle wall tee must extend down within 18-20 inches from the bottom of the tank
- 4x4x4 inch inlet 90° tee must extend 24 inches below static water level
- 6x6x4 inch outlet pipe must extend down to within 18-20 inches from the bottom of the tank

- All tees throughout tank must be DWV PVC 90 degree straight tees.
- All piping inside the grease interceptor must be PVC Schedule 40.
- Procedures or physical measures must be in place to make evidence of tampering or unauthorized use immediately apparent to the GI owner/representative.
- A grease interceptor will be considered secure if it is equipped with physical barriers (such as locking covers and/or permanent fencing) that are only removable by the owner/representative utilizing a unique key or "unlocking device". Furthermore, the barrier in place will reasonably ensure that unauthorized access can only be gained by deliberate actions utilizing uncommon tools and extreme effort/force.